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The HollYWQQdMCiChine/ What can Adland learn from

movie marketing? / Despite Hollywood'sdjgltal firepower and financial

muscle. its advertisi!lKStrategles are re~yingincreasi!lgly'on old fashioned

Staples like word of mouth and product saI"Ilpli"Ilg.

Getti!lg pe()ple to lean toward their cOll!puter screens is becoming th~I"Il()_§t_------

effective ofp~ISuadi!lg Jl1.em to lean back in a cinema seat this weekend

/ Drew Wehrle;r'eports /

It doesn't seem too long ago when broadcasting a well-
placed 30-second trailer would generate enough hype
to get the movie-crazedpublicastir for the next blockbuster.
But with a fragmented leisure market and an audience
weary of traditional media, Hollywood has turned toward
more sophisticated solutions inhopes of bringingviewers
to the big screen. From curious and creative internet
presences to large ambient installations in places like
New York'sTimes Square, the focus is to engage a target
audience, create a buzz through word of mouth and let
the interest simmer organically.

Most would point to 1999's unlikely indie smash, The
Blair Witch Project, as the point at which Hollywoodtook
note of the Internet's marketing potential. The online buzz
surrounding the filmwas palpable even before its release
and helped turn a $35,000 venture into a $350m hit.
Since then, studios have been trying - with varying success
- to recapture the magic using a number of techniques.

Online budgets for film promotion almost doubled be-
tween 2002 and 200;3 in the US. The major studios
allocated only 1.3% of their $6.8bn budget online in
2003. It's easy to wonder if that's enough. Studies sug-
gest that as many as 40% of those at theaters on opening
weekends first learnt about the film on the web. Meanwhile

nearly 25% of moviegoers purchase their tickets online.

Earlier this year it was news when Paramount Pictures
advertised The Manchurian Candidate on political blogs
like Instapundit.com and The Truth Laid Bear. The simple
goal, obviously, was to target a niche audience (in this
case, political junkies) savvy and convincing enough to
set forth and promulgate the message. By the end of the
summer Fine Line Features had adapted the medium
itself, turning to uber-bloggers Gawker Media (the group
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responsible for the popular Gawker, Defamer and Wonkette
sites) to create their own branded blog for John Waters'
latest film, A Dirty Shame. While there was nothing
particularly innovative about the content, which included
interviews, reviews and links, the gossipy, intimate format
itself provided a credibility that transcended that of a
typical site. It was as if the visitor wasn't supposed to
know the filmmakers were behind it.

But in the anonymous world of the Internet, it's often
difficult to tell exactly what's manufactured and what's
not. To promote Godsend, a film about human cloning,
Lions Gate Films established www.godsendinstitute.org ,
a site that purported to represent a fertility clinic specializing
in the replication of human cells. Thoroughly convincing,
the site included testimonials, scientist profiles and links
to cloning news - but no mention of the film. And though
studio officials insist that most users eventually figured it
out, the site generated a storm of protest. Online petitions
were launched, and the Godsend Institute became fodder
for anti-cloning activists on message boards. Given the
authenticity of the site, it's not clear where the studio's
online activism left off and the organic buzz picked up. If
the site was phony, was any of the online "outrage" phony,
too? Does it even matter? Eventually the uproar over the
institute, as well the studio's hoax itself, began to generate
its own press - and its own controversy. Whether the
stunt necessarily translated into box office sales seems
an afterthought as the site reportedly cost a mere $1 0,000
to build, a fraction of a typical film's marketing budget.

Though perhaps the most notorious, the Godsend
experiment isn't one-of-a-kind. A spurious site for Lacuna
Inc (www.lacunainc.com) hawks a memory-clearing proc-
ess (a thinly-veiled promotion for Eternal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind) and at www.irobotnow.com , users could
design their own domestic robot without ever knowing
that a movie existed with the same name.

It didn't take 10nHfor Hollywood to hijack the Friendster
site, a hip network of users whose 'profiles' are connected
with those of their friends to create a 'six degrees of
separation' community. Bios of the fictional characters
from DreamWorks' Anchorman were added to the net-
work in July.While the character profiles weren't identified
as imaginary, they were humorous and easy to spot as
fakes. Unfortunately, the stunt didn't work as well as
expected. While the network's membership exceeds seven
million, only about 500 users 'linked' to the characters as
friends. And some grumbled that in the past Friendster
administrators had traditionally removed users' own 'prank'
profiles when they popped up.

With the internet, the 'is it real or not?' phenomenon is
utterly egalitarian. Indie distributor First Look Media tapped
Special Ops to promote September Tapes,a documentary-
style drama set in Afghanistan. The marketing firm stealthily

placed clips depicting a firefight from the film on the net
and claimed they'd been stolen from the Department of
Defense. The media, including radio celebrity Howard
Stern, took it from there.

It's not only in the online world where studios have run
into trouble by treading the fine line between buzz and
chicanery. In June, the Associated Press reported that
filmmaker M. Night Shyamalan had stopped cooperating
on a documentary about himself that was slated to air on
the Sci Fi network. Shyamalan, who directed the word-
of-mouth blockbuster The Sixth Sense, and was about
to release The Village,was upset that too many personal
questions were being asked. But the documentarians
pressed on, promising to unveil Shyamlan's 'buried secret'
and the Sci Fi network aired the 'unauthorized' film against
his wishes. A few days later the cable channel was forced
to admit that it was all an elaborate hoax that included
blatantly false press releases and a fictional premise. But
whether the backlash from any of these stunts would
ultimately be detrimental to a film seems unlikely. It only
serves to promulgate the hype.

Sure, the purpose of these stunts is clearly to reach an
audience that - whether they know it or not - will work
for the film without having seen it. But what if, instead of
crafting a well-spun ruse, the pitch came in the form of
an earnest and direct plea? The two most unusual mar-
keting strategies this year came from the two most con-
troversial films - MichaelMoore's incendiary documentary
Fahrenheit 9/11 and Mel Gibson's recreation of the last
hours of Jesus, The Passion of the Christ.

In the case of The Passion, much of the audience was
already there, ready to spread the word not only about a
movie, but about their faith. Gibson appealed to his
audience directly, appearing with lead actor John Caviezel
in a series of satellite appearances beamed simultaneously
into hundreds of churches. Additionally, the movie was
screened in advance for select parishes and a DVD in
the marketing kit allowed ministers to download special
sermons related to the film. For the recent DVD release,
the studio sent emails to more than six million Christian
households and 260,000 postcards to churches offering
bulk sales - and urging church leaders to persuade
parishioners to purchase their own copies.

While the marketing behind The Passion might have
been about spreading a gospel, that behind Moore's
Fahrenheit was about spreading a mission - allbeit a
failed one: driving President Bush from office. While the
marketing budget was planned to eclipse more than $1 Om
- a record for a documentary - the 'rally the troops' vibe
was omnipresent throughout the marketing strategy.

To strengthen group ticket sales, a special web site was
launched and pre-screenings were hosted throughout the
country. Perhaps the most intriguing aspect in both cases
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is that the marketing effectively circumvents the critics
altogether by enlisting its own apostles to prophesize.

And again, the indies have taken note. To promote the
similarly left-leaning documentary, The Corporation, the
distributor enlisted the help of progressive groups early
in the process. Later, they would send several thousand
targeted emails to organize volunteers in order to spread
the message. New age independent What the #$*! 00
We Know? tailored its message to hopeful converts in
health food stores and yoga classes. What the #$*!
started on one screen in Washington but was soon
showing at more than 100 in 30 states. The movie even
cracked the top 25 in October.
The one controversial word-of-mouth device that

Hollywood's been understandably slow to embrace is the
peer-to-peer file sharing phenomenon. Full-length films
are being traded at record pace and many of them,
interestingly enough, are pre-release screeners. With fans
chomping at the bit for their product, can studios capitalize
on the enthusiasm?

Blair Witch Project

In response to this trend, a few are offering extended
trailers in hopes of drawing consumers in. Just two years
ago, it was groundbreaking when Yahoo! Movies screened
the standard trailer for Charlie's Angels: Full Throttle
online a few days before it hit the silver screen. Now faced
with rampant piracy, the studios are offering more in hopes
that the sampling will sufficiently whet appetites. In May
the ABC network aired a 10 minute preview of the Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, a couple weeks later
the Nickelodeon cable channel broadcast the first five
minutes of Shrek 2. Yahoo! has continued to lead the
way, showing the first few minutes of a number of major
releases. BuenaVista pictures went a step further, debuting
its SmarTrailer at the end of June. The SmarTrailer allows
the viewer not only to watch the entire trailer, but to click
on windows that appear throughout, leading to special
topics related to the film. Though this has undoubtedly
generated interest, whether or not it's enough to discourage
file traders is questionable. More engaging than a trailer
altogether was Sony Pictures' sweepstakes for the October
thriller The Grudge. An inexpensive project, the contest
took advantage of the mobile text medium, sending clues
and challenging participants to answer questions via their
phones. The experience was further enriched by the film's
ghoulish website.

But five years on, the next Blair Witch strategy remains
at large. While studios have taken a number of different
approaches toward a similar goal, the question arises
whether everyone's essentially following a tired model.
While we could be on the brink of another marketing
breakthrough, chances are that if it's to be as successful
as its predecessor, we might not recognize it when we
see it.

TheVillage

The Passion of the Christ


